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Junior Class To
Present Play
On May 1819
Presentation of the
annual
junior class play will be made on
May 18 and 19. "Ten Little Indians," a fast-moving three-act
mystery drama by Agatha
Christie, has been selected1 for this
year's production. ■■'
Casting has been made and rehearsals have been started under
the direction of Professors R. E.
Ware and W. G. Miller.
Heading the cast is Mrs. Madeline Dwyer, of Greenville, who
studied dramatics at the University of North Carolina and has
participated in productions of the
Greenville Little Theatre.
Co-starred with Mrs. Dwyer is
Jim Rogers, of Hartsville, who
has been cast in the male lead.
Other members of the cast are
Mrs. Sadie Martin, of Conway;
Mrs.
Marilyn Jane Bradham,
Sumter; J. D. Hogan, Columbia;
J. R. Jacques, Ware Shoals; E. H.
Pittman, Bishopville;
E. W.
Freeman,
Greenville;
Leonard
Magruder, Havana, Cuba; G. A.
Beach; Columbia; and S. M.
Witherspoon, Marion. ■:
R. A McGinty, of Clemson, is
stage manager
and
Richard
Coney, of Columbia, is property
man.
The title of the play,
"Ten
Little Indians," refers
to the
cluster of statuettes on the mantelpiece of a weird country house
on an island off the coast of Devon and to the nursery rhyme,
embossed above them.

Dress Parade Will Highlight
Annual Mother'sDay Program
Other Parades
Given By Crack
Drill Platoons

Annual Spring
Inspection To
Be Held May 12

Mother's Day at Clemson will
Clemson College's Spring. Infeature a program which will be
spection by the ROTC Governhighlighted by an ROTC dress
ment Inspection Board is schedparade on Bowman Field at 4:45
uled to begin on May 12 at nine
o'clock, according to an official
p. m.
release by Colonel A. J. ThaeksThe "big day" of the year for
ton, Jr., PMS and T and comthe cadets will begin with church
mandant.
services in the various campus
The inspection will be carried
churches at 11:30 o'clock, after
out ' through military science
which visitors will be allowed 10
class organization rather than
visit students' rooms until one.
by the cadet units. Theoretical
At two o'clock, formal guard
work for the first and second
mount will be held on Bowman
year Elementary Student Groups
Field, to be followed by exhibiwill last until twelve o'clock.
tion drills by the Tiger Platoon,
The Advanced Course will, as a
and Clemson's Company C-4 of
whole, stand examination
for
the Pershing Rifles, honorary
Tau Beta Pi has tapped seven top st <»e-+s m the School of Engineering. The
about two hours; the first-year
drill fraternity.
men are, front row, (1. to r.) G. Z. Siokbs, B. H. Eargle, J. W. Brown; back row, W.
Advanced Infantry class, under
A special program of music by
Colonel Crosby, will be
held
T. Hammond, W. W. Pruitt, W. K. Stephens, and W. C StegalL
the Limesone Choir will be givfrom eleven to one;
first-year
en in the College Chapel at 3:15 Quartermaster class, from ten to
in place of the usual afternoon.
twelve; first-year advanced Sigvespers in the Y. M. C. A.
nal Corps class from nine to
Immediately
following
the
eleven; and first-year advanced
musical presentations, the regiAir Corps class from eleven to
mental parade will be held. Durone. From 2:15 to 4:15 there will
ing this time appropriate recogbe a formal guard mount, a drill,
and a parade by the cadet corps
nition will be given the best
on Bowman Field.
drilled freshman private. The
The remainder of
first-year
Andrew Pickens Medal given by
advanced course, along with all
South Carolina's D. A. R., and the
second-year work, will be taken
R. W. Simpson medal will also
South Carolina Alpha chapter
during the morning and early
be presented at this time .
of Tau Beta Pi, honorary engiafternoon of May 13.
The gala spectacle calls forth
neering association, recently noColonel James W. Coutts, comthe utmost "snap" and precision
minated seven men from the upmanding officer of the 513 Parafrom every cadet in order that
per fifth of their classes
for
chute Infantry Regiment,
has
—♦
the Corps may uphold high
membership.
been
appointed
president
of
the
Students who are planning
The men are Joseph S. Brown,
standards set for it by cadets of
BOB FARMER
New
flourescent
lights
C. M. Guest and Son Construc- ROTC
Government
Inspection
to attend the semester beginmechanical engineering senior of
preceding years.
tion Company, of Anderson, has Board which will tour the college
have been installed in the
ning September, 1947, have
Clemson; William W. Pruitt,
Evening vespers are to be held
submitted a bid of $239,625.00 for May 12 and 13.
architectural rooms of Riggs
been urged by G. E. Metz,
electrical engineering senior of
in the Clemson Y. M. C. A. at
the building expansion planned
Hall to alleviate the former
Other
officers
of
this
Board
Registrar, to turn in regisGreenville; Verde H. Eargle, ele6:20 o'clock. The choir from Limeby the YMCA.
iil lighting effects.
Thfists
are Lt. Col. Preslar, Infantry; Lt.
tration cards by May 10. The
ctrical engineering (senior
of
stone, assisted by the Clemson
These plans were discussed at Col. Moody, Signal Corps; Lt
lights were put in by the
cards are now available at a
Leesville;
William C. Stegall,
a meeting held this week with Col. Freman, Air Corps; Lt. Col.
Glee Club, will again present a
College Construction and Rebooth located in the hall of
mechanical engineering junior of
Dr. Poole. Those attending the Leahy, Infantry; and Major Taypair Department.
musical program. Newsreels will
Main Building.
Clemson; William T. Hammond,
meeting were Mr. P. B. Holt- lors, Field Artillery.
New fixtures have
been
complete the vespers program,
Metz has stated that in
mechanical engineering junior of
zendroff, Jr., Dr. S. B. Earle,
put in the two front studios
which is the last scheduled acThe president of the Board,
order to be assured of a reCharleston;
George Z. Siokos,
Mr. R E Lee, and Mr. David Col. Coutts, is former commandand installations have been
tivity of the day.
servation for the fall semeselectrical engineering junior of
Watson.
proposed for the left wing
ant of the Parachute School at
:
Clemson's search for a distinctive new tune for her AJnw
ter, students must fill the reColumbia; and William K. Steph■ -... t :i~.....
The bid is divided into-three Fort Benning, and has won the
freshman studio and one
servation
cards
by
the
ens, civil engineering junior of
sections: The first is an estimate Legion of Merit, the Silver Star, Mater and for a peppy fight song has ended with the selec- BULLETIN
smaller drafting room.
specified time.
Canton, North Carolina.
The arrangemeitt is uniof the cost of the
auditorium and the Purple Heart.
tions being made, according to an announcement by A. B.
A reservation fee of $25
Tau Beta Pi was founded at
which will be of the same style
que in that the rows of lights
Carwile, president of the Tiger Brotherhood, honor student
must also be deposited at the
Lehigh University in 1885 for the
are at a sixty degree angle
architecture as the
present
time the reservation is filed.
organization which sponsored the project.
purpose of rewarding merit in
YMCA building. The cost of this
throughout the length of the
the field of engineering
and
Farmer,
architecture
section is set at $146,700.00.
J. Franklin McLaurin of
R. E.
room.
fostering a spirit of liberal culThe finishing of the basement
junior of Anderson,
submitted
Bennettsville, Ben T. Leppard
ture in the engineering colleges
the melody which took first
is not included in this figure but
of Greenville, and T. Wilof America.
place in the "Alma Mater Conthe company estimates that $16,The active membership of the
bur Thornhill of Charleston
475.00 will be needed for this
test," and the words and music
South Carolina Alpha chapter at
have
recently been named
section. Dormitory space
and
for the "Fight Song" were writpresent is composed of ninteen
Alpha Phi Omega, national serclub rooms will cost $76,450:00.
ten by R. H. Farmer, post-gradunew
members
of the Clemstudent members and
twentythe
ate student of Spartanburg, and
The .Building Fund now has vice fraternity, will begin
son
Board
of
Trustees.
four representatives of the enI. E.
Bradfield,
pre-medical
approximately • $90,000.00
and informal initiation of its pledges
Edgar Morris, a former Clem- freshman of LaGrange,' Georgia.
gineering faculty.
These men were named to
R.
Beverly
Willey
of
Greenon
May
13
following
the
pledg$25,000.00
more
has
been
approEarle E. Morris, arts and
Officers of the chapter are J.
has been named new pre- priated by the Board of Trustees. ing ceremonies, according to the son student of 1904, has recently
replace legislators who preTiger Brotherhood is having
science sophomore
of Pickens, W. Hawkins of Greenwood, pre- ville
sident of the Clemson College
At present there is a bill pend- society president Theodore Bo- been elected a director of the U. various arrangements made of
viously acted in the joint cawas elected secretary of
the sident; J. W. Evans of Kingstree, Iota
Chapter of Phi Psi, nation- ing in the United States Congress liver, mechanical engineering ju- S. Chamber of Commerce, repre- the Alma Mater tune, and reSouth Carolina YMCA-YWCA vice-president; W. H. Owen of al honorary
pacity of state representasenting the third election disfraternity
for
stunior
.from
Columbia.
The
formal
whereby
building
projects
such
cordings will be made by the
Collegiate Council at the
State Rock Hill, corresponding secre- dents majoring in Textiles.
tives and college
trustees.
trict.
Mr.
Morris
is
also
chairinduction
will
take
place
on
May
as this would be given a sum
Student Training Conference of tary; R. K. McKinnon of
man of the Greater
National College Glee Club and Concert
St.
A State Supreme Court rulJ. Henry Walker of Griffin, by the government equal to the 27.
Band.
These
recordings
are
to
YMCA's and YWCA's
held at George, recording secretary; and
At the beginning of the fall Capitol Committee of the Wash- be sent to all Clemson alumni
ing declared the legislaurCamp Long near Aiken, April W. F. Gunnels of Aiken, trea- Georgia, has been named first amount the school group would
semester the fraternity plans to ington Board of Trade.
vice-president; Louis P. Batson, appropriate.
organizations
for
their
approvtrustees to be unconstitution25-27.
surer.
In addition to holding these al, and will be • played at the
%
.Jr., of Greenville, second -vicethis bill passes, the Clem- distribute a guide book of all
Forty-one
Clemson
College
al dual office holders.
An initiation banquet for the president and corresponding sec- sonIf YMCA
positions,
Mr.
Morris
is
presistudent
organizations
on
their
would be given apgeneral alumni meeting schedustudents attended the
retreat T members elect is to be held on
qualifications,
and dent of the Edgar Morris Sales led for June 7. The student body
retary; Robert H. King of Lan- proximately $125,000.00
which purposes,
whose theme was "The Challenge May 9.
caster, senior warden; and Jack will match the amount that the other information of this nature. Company of Washington, chair- will hear the proposed arrangeof Vital Christianity." The prin"Torches" to be initiated are man of the Board of Public Wel- ment in the near future.
F. Webster of Greenville, junior Building Committee hopes
tfo
cipal speaker was the Rev. W.
warden.
have on hand within the next Michael Monts, George C. Fant, fare, a trustee of the American
McLeod Frampton, pastor of the
The words for the Alma Mater,
W. C. Talbert, John W. GiUespie, University in Washington, chairThe Iota Chapter entertained few months.
Purity Presbyterian Church m
written by A. C. Corcoran, texman
of
the
United
States
Jury
Robert
G.
Frair,
N.
Norfleet
at a banquet last Friday evening
Enlargements and improvetile engineering, '19, will remain
Chester.
at the Poinsett Hotel in Green- ments of the YMCA Cafeteria Harte, William Darby, A. Reese Commission and holds many unchanged.
Other officers elected to serve
other
communitty
offices.
Fant,
Toxey
H.
Califf,
Allen
P.
ville. Guest speaker was Alan B. now underway will
until October are Clare Parler
be comA similar procedure will be
Mr. Morris, a native of PickSibley, vice-president and trea- pleted in the near future. These Jeter, Newton C. Bracket, Walof the University of South Caroter C. Herron, W. F. Bolt.
ens, attended George Washing- used in official adoption of the
surer of Judson Mills.
lina president; Louise Barber of
additions include a pastry shop,
New officers and Cabinet of
leaving words and music for the "Fight
Also William A Sloan, George ton University after
Gilbert Hardee,
agricultural
Columbia College, vice-president;
private dining rooms, and extra
Song."
the YMCA were installed SunClemson.
He
has
been
very
acZ.
Siokos,
Arthur
J.
Carraway,
and Jimmy Carpenter of Wofford economics junior of Loris, was
seating in the cafeteria proper.
day, May 4, at Vespers. Dr. S. J.
tive in civil affairs. He was reunanimously elected
president
College, treasurer.
This will increase the
seating Frank D. Hemphill, Jerome A. cently
L Crouch, pastor of the Presbyhonored
by
the
Board
of
Ix,
Sam
B.
Ray,
John
O.
Lewis,
Other Clemson
students at- of the Baptist Student Union of
capacity of the main dining room
terian Church,. delivered the
over 500
William W. Pruitt, Thomas A. Trade for enrolling
annual
tending were Johnny Evans of South Carolina at its
from 70 to 130 persons.
charge to the inreaning group.
Gotten, Wallace P. DesChamps, members in this organization.
Kingstree, Giles F. Lewis of Or- Spring Retreat, held in CharlesAt the afternoon Vespers Pri
Earl
H Godfrey,
Hugh S.
—♦—
lando, Florida, James A. Smith ton on April 18-20.
gram, a concert was given,bv,Xhe
Wayne,
P.
J.
Leach,
John
T.
of Mjllins, R. O. Watson
of
The election of Hardee who is
On May 17 the Baptist Student
Carolinian All-Girl Choir under
Zeigler, Don Barren, L. D. Hard^
Blaney, P. H. Barton of Green- also BSU president of 1947-48, Union will hold the annual B.
the direction of Mr. Kenneth W.
wick, William Traylor,
Harry
ville A. B. Carwile of Abbeville, marks the first time a Clemson S. U. banquet which will feaBaldwin.
Miller, and J. F. Covington.
Emory L. Cocke, noted indusD C. Sojourner of St. George, man has held this post since ture an address by Rev. J. Roy
The Limestone College Choir
trialist
and
agriculturalist
of
J E Reese of Columbia, D. A 1937, when A. C. Payne was head Robinson of the First
Baptist
under the direction of Mr. Art—♦—
Georgia, will address a joint as- hur
Kennerly of Cordova, and T. L. of the state student convention. Church of Greer, S. C.
will give a consembly of agricultural faculty cert Tenneht
G. M. Lupo, a freshman from
Monroe of Mario. '
After the election of Saturday
Saturday, May 10, at 8:00
The banquet, conducted
by Charlotte,
men
and
members
of
all
student
Clemson's
Concert
Band
preN.
C,
is
head
student
Also R G Friar of Montmor- night, April 19, Hardee was for- Walter Marion Patrick, will be*
M. in the College Chapel. A
organizations
on P.
sented a program of varied! music agricultural
enci, J. N. Young of Florence, mally presented an official BSU the last official act of the 1946 instructor in a Senior Life Savdance will follow in the YMCA
the
topic,
"Without
a
Goal,
You
here
Sunday
afternoon
under
ing
course
being
offered
at
thfe
C. R. Hodge of Alcolu, H. F. Key along with John Ryberg, 47 council. The retiring presi
Club Rooms with these girls as
Landrith of Seneca, J. E. Mill- retiring president, a student at dent, Bob McKinnon, will report YMCA here. He is assisted by L.
guests.
Forty members of the Clemson the direction of Professor Hugh Cannot Succeed."
H.
McGarity,
head
of
the
ClemThis
assembly,
sponsored
by
G.
Adams
of
Seneca.
sap, Jr., of Gable, T. B. Love of the University of South Carolina. on the activities of the
On Saturday, May 11,
the
branch of the American Society
past
son
Music
Department.
Pieces
the
Dairy
Club,
will
be
held
in
Anderson, D. L Craig of GreenLimestone girls will render specStudents who are members of of Agricultural
Engineers atThe Citadel and the First Bap- year, and Bill Hardee, incoming
ranging
from
a
march
by
Sousa
Long
Hall
auditorium,
May
15.
ville, David Peebles of Hampton, tist Church of Charleston were president of Clemson B. S. U. the class are F. A. Millians of tended a banquet given in Anial music at campus churches and
to a chorale of Bach were playVirginia, Phelps Bultman
of hosts for the four hundred South and recently chosen president of
Mr. Cocke, who is a graduate for both the afternoon and evenderson.
Charlotte,
N.
C,
M.
W.
White
ed,
with
Tiger
Rag,
as
the
grand
Sumter, Johnny Covington of Carolina students attending the the state B. S. U, will give a
of the University of Florida, is ing Vesper program, they will
J. K. Park, Agricultural EngiClio,
L. D Hardwick of Rock conference. Forty-five of these sketch of the plans flor next of Charlotte, N. C, L. J. Bell of neer for the United States De- finale.
president of
Interstate
Mill, give a concert in the YMCA aQ*
The Band, dormant since 1943, Cairo, Illinois, and vice-presi- ditorium.
Hill, Harry W. Varn of Walter- represented the Baptist Student year.
Wampee, J. F. Mason of West- partment of Agriculture, was the
boro, and W. E. Darby of Fort Union of Clemson.
this year and has ednt of Ashcraft - Wilkinson
Mr. Ralph Frost and a dele- V*
Thirty young ladies from Win- minster, R. L. Graham of Seneca, principal speaker for the even- was revived
two appearances so far. Qompany,
Atlanta.,
Georgia, gation from the University of ~
Motte.
throp and several other colleges J. C. Eargle of Parr, J. F. Huff- ing. Park's subject was the pro- made
was at Clemson Mem- world-wide distributors of feed Tennessee will conduct Vespers
Also David A. Foster of Greenwill be present at the banquet. man of Newberry, W. R. Gibson gress of the Sweet Potato The first
Service, and the other was stuffs, fertilizers, and chemicals. Sunday, May 18.
wood, Clarence Sperry of SparThese young ladies will remain of Piedmont, and H. E. Broeh- Mechanization Project, which is orial
On Sunday, May 25, Mr. Eddie
being conducted at Clemson. The a joint Christmas Concert with
Also he is president of Sunitanburg, George Mandanis
of
and present a program for Sunproject is headed by Mr. Parks. the Glee Club.
Spartanburg, Winifred C. SanCitrus Products Company
of Secrest and a delegation of stumann of Charlotte, N. C.
day School.
of
Haines City, Florida, processors dents from the University
difer of Bamberg, John W. Calvert of Abbeville, Herbert D
of citrus fruits;
director
ol Georgia will lead Vespers.
The closing exercises of the
Planters Products Company DonMorgan of Seneca, Arthur Banks
aldsonville, Georgia, processors YMCA will be conducted in the
Of St. Matthews, Bob Berry of
Completion
ol
a
successful
Red
of peanuts, cotton ginners, and YMCA auditorium, Sunday, June
Atlanta, Georgia, Thomas A. Col- Cross Campaign with $1500 subwarehousmen; and director
of 1, at 6:20 P. M.
lings of Clemson, H M Schott scribed has been announced by
Exposition Cotton Mills, Atof Aiken, Henry Grimball
of Mrs. Dan P. Thompson,
Jr.,
lanta's largest textile mills.
Johns Island, Walter Terrell of chairman. The total amount of
Jacksonville,
Florida,
Lloyd subscriptions more than doublLancaster of Port Royal,
Bill
fund the greatly depleted treasure, the Saluda, for President Welborn
Reasonover of Camden, D. H. ed the quota.
Junior-Senior week-end, dur- date. Proceeds from this
Merit cards have been mailed ing which the members of the will be used for senior favors. C. D. A. may be forced to spon- Cook; Caroline Ravenel, of CoBanks of St. Matthews, J. A
lumbia, for Vice-President Will
Dodgens of Graniteville, and R. to the fifty workers who can- Senior Class are honored by the
Music for the dances on May sor picture shows at the Y. M. C.
vassed the campus and
com- Junior Class, will include tthe 16 and 17 wil be furnished by A. in order to raise the money. Kinard; and Dot Tate, of AnderM. Monts of Prosperity.
munity during this Red Cross annual banquet at seven o'clock, Jack Barry and his
The dance roster will be up son, for Historian Ralph Collins.
orchestra.
roll call.
Junior Class sponsors are Jean
May 16, a semi-formal
dance This band, composed of 13 pieces within a week. Prices for the
"If you know as much as I do
Response was reported by the Friday, and an informal dance and a girl vocalist, is well known dances will be $2.25 on Friday Crouch, of Winthrop, for ViceDean F. M. Kinard and Dr. about this subject, you'll pass
workers to be most generous; as Saturday.
D
C.
Sheldon
attended
a
Connight
and
$2.50
on
Saturday
President
Phil
Corker,
Joyce
throughout the state.
the course."
a result, the G. I. circulations
Dr. D. W. Daniel, dean emCharlie Cheatham, publicity night. Students are requested to Ballentine, of Furman, for Sec- ference on Teacher Education in
. . . Prof Coker
loan fund maintained by the lo- eritus, of the School of General director of the C. D. A., stated piace their dates' names on the retary-Treasurer W. M. Patrick; Columbia, Monday April 28; the
* * *
cal branch will be consderably Science, will be the speaker for that the loss on Taps Ball was in dance roster as soon as possible and Betty Byrd, of Kingstree, for purpose of this conference was
"There are two types of di.a'
This fund is used to as- the occasion, which will be at- excess of one thousand dollars t0 faciliate reservations of rooms Class Historian
Fred K. Nor- to acquaint the Teacher Educa- monds;
Renovations on the Work Shop enlarged.
the black industrial .^f,
sist
veterans
who
incur
emertion
Council
with
the
teacher
ris.
have begun with the filling in of gency expenses in the event that tended by approximately seven and that unless more support is by C. D. A. officials.
education program in South Car- monds, and the kind that a4X
It has been requested by the
shown
in
smaller
dances,
the rear road and the tearing these veterans need temporary hundred.
Sponsors for the C. D. A. are
many men into trouble."
All Juniors who are planning throughout the year, it will be C. D. A. that a coat and tie be De Voe Holme, of Atlanta, for olina.
1
down of the outside back wall.
. . . Prof. Quattlfljto*$&
to attend the banquet must pur- impossible to have any
Dr.
Sheldon
is
a
member
of
large worn to the semi-formal dance President Bob Potter;
* * *
The improvements are to in- financial help.
Marilyn
If any of the persons giving chase a $2.50 ticket from the Ban- 'dances with big name bands next Friday night. Also, no one wear- Hipps, of Furman, for Publicity the committee assigned to the
clude a long rear addition and
"Some people use up.
Mathematics
study worth
ing a Tee shirt or Sloppy Joe Director Charlie Cheathom; Kat General
rearrangement of present equip- more than the one dollar mem- quet Committee on or before May year.
of leather whilj
12.
The
price
wil
be
the
same
for
group.
Dean
Kinard
is
a
member
sweater
will
be
admitted
to
the
bership
fee
would
like
to
specify
Zimmerman,
of
Lfimefetone,
ft*
ment and housing of several new
around tpwn trying *V>
It has been a policy of the C. informal dance Saturday night.
men
with
dates
and
stags.
of
the
State
Council
and
the
where
they
wish
their
contribuDecorator Lewis Thompson; and
laboratories. New projects are to
Also, seniors must obtain free D. A. to pay orchestras fifty> per
committee assigned to the Eng- penny.'"
include
a sheet metal laboratory, tions used, they may do so by
ppnsors for* the Senior Class Virginia Fisher of Greenville, for lish study group.
cent of their playing, fee in
%
admittanoe
tickets
.from
the
contacting
Mr.
M.
B.
Bardley,
of
"nt testing laboratory, and a
e Jean Padget,
of Designer Fen Murray.\
committee on or before the above vance, but in order to reple:
the local branch.
^ceramics laboratory. I

Seven Outstanding Engineers Tapped
By Alpha Chapter Of Tau Beta Pi Bid Of $239,625
Students Must Turn
In Registration Cards

Architects Receive
Flourescent Lights

Submitted For Y
Building Plans

Tiger| Brotherhood Selects
New Alma Mater, Fight Song

New Trustees Named

Alpha Phi Omega
Taps Thirty-Two Third District
Elects Morris

Phi Psi Elects
Willey President

Morris Named To
State "Y" Post

"Y" Cabinet, Officers
Installed; Vesper
Plans Are Announced

Hardee Elected
State BSU Head

Baptist Student Union
Will Hold Banquet

Agriculture Groups
Hear Noted Georgian

Life-Saving Course
To Be Offered at "Y"

ASAE Attends
Anderson Banquet

Successful Campaign
By Local Red Cross
Doubles Goal of $750

Concert Band Gives
Musical Program

Banquet, Dances Featured

Junior-Senior Week-end Planned For May 16,17

Kinard, Sheldon At
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Actual Work Begins
On Shop Project
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Founded by the Class of 1907 and published bi-weekly during
the school year by the Students of Clemson College.

NOT THAT
IT
MATTERS
By HAROLD F. LANDRITH
Many girls from the Zoo—
And Johnny Cadet too
Want to know how to propose.
Its important they know—
So, here is how it goes:
Before you propose, send flowers
Roses or orchids will do;
Send pop some cigars
Give her mother candy too.
Take big sister a bottle of—
whew.
Her small brother a dime,
Give her big brother some mountain dew.
If you want to decrease your
time,
Chuck her cousin under the chin
Be good to Grandma too;
For who can tell? In ten years
She may come' to live with you.

Letters to

Tom
Clemson

. . . That "Shoats" Reasonover
. . . That if all the boys thatand the two "Operators" in the spent the week-end on house1
Main Building are three of a parties at Table Rock had gone
I believe that the students of kind, busy bodies.
to the dance instead. Potter might
Clemson and persons interested
Oscar Says
not have to sell pencils on the
in Clemson's welfare do not ful. . . That Califf acted like a street corner this week-end.
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
ly understand the Veteran Ex- love-sick
Oscar Says
high school boy on" a
Office Phone 5841
ecutive Committee's proposal of certain house party during the
. . . That according to the ama student co-operative.
ounts of fire-water on the campdance week-end.
Subscription Rate
$2.00
I wish to present the principles
us last week-end, one would
Oscar Says
and
aims
of
the
co-operative.
H. Graham Reynolds
Editor
. . . That somebody ought to think that an entire fleet of ships
The V. E. C. and we believe,
Tally S. Fox
Co-Editor
give
Jim Perry a clue; things were to be floated on Bowman
the students of Clemson feel that
Field.
aren't
what they used to be.
Robert C. Bradley
there is a definite need for an_ Sports Editor
Oscar Says
Oscar
says
Edwin H. Rhyne other book store to be operated
— News Editor
... That Charlie Cheatham had
. . . That Philip Klinck did not to pull down his dark glasses
William Kennerty
in competition with the existing
Feature Editor
establishment. This will promote have any trouble holding his ski; three days before the last dance,
John O. Lewis
_ Associate News Editor
the idea of free enterprise and his problem during the dance was and that the last time he (Oscar)'
William H. Moore
._ Assistant News Editor "Good evening, Mrs. Jones," you
will help eliminate the monop- how tq hold his girl.
saw him, he was still wearing
Leonard Reynolds
Associate Sports Editor
say so bright,
Oscar says
olistic condition existing here at
them.
C. W. McGrew
Sports Writer
"You look so charming tonight.
the present. We, and I am speak. . . That "The Wheel", CarOscar Says
John E. Thomas
— Business Manager Your having a grown daughter, I
ing for the V. E. C, think that wile, looks more like a "busted"
. . . That Eddis "Fall Down To
can't see.
Robert Burns
Advertising Manager
if this second book and supply innertube to him (Oscar).
Make It Look Good" Freeman is
Frank Gorman _
Circulation Manager Why, you look only thirty to me."
store is operated by and for the
Oscar Says
still making public appearances,
students of Clemson—it will alRobert A. Gettys
Photographer (You are thinking and must rebut he looks more like "Jive
.
.
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That
"Elbo"
Osborne
was
frain
leviate the growing dissatisfac- feeling too good to walk, much Boy" Wallace with all that hair.
R. W. Nicholson
Cartoonist
From saying: "You old bat—
tion over the book situation and less dance, Friday night.
Oscar Says—'
I. E, Abrams, H. T. Arthur, Phelps Bultman, Tom Collings, Joe You'll never see ninety again.
will thereby help the morale of
.
.
.
That
Col. Lewis certainly
Oscar
Says
.
Clancy, E. W. Daniel, J. C. Eargle, Dan Lyon, Leonard Magruder, With all your manner and ways
the school appreciably. We are
. . . That if hot air made up must be on the ball or something
Jim Moore, Earl Morris, Bud Olson, Bob Rayle, C. N. Still
You must remember Lincoln's
not trying to set up a monopoly
to have even the vets calling him
Reporters school days.)"
of our own, but it is our purpose for brains, Bill "The Mouth" "Col. Lewis, Sir."
Moore
would
be
a
second
EinMrs. Jones is so polite: "I'm glad
to offer competition to the exist- stein.
Oscar Says
N. C. Brackett, L. B. LeFevre, D. R. Parish, C. H. Presher, S. E
to see you.
ing monopoly.
McGregor
Circulation Assistants
. . . That he (Oscar) has been
Oscar
Says
The primary and only reason
Assistant Business Manager Sit down and have some coffee.
William Mitchell
wondering how Peschl, a per. . . That he (Oscar) hears manent member of the awkwardPlease do.
for the existance of this co-op
_ Assistant Advertising Mgr.
B. G. Woodham .
will be for the benefit of Clem- that the L. D.'s, Jim Young, squad his rat year, got to be a.
Assistant Photographer My Mary, as usual, is late.
R. P. Finney _
You know how girls are on a
son students at the present and Francis Hutto and Henry Grim- company commander—but afterFaculty Adviser
John D. Lane _
big date."
in the future. The expenses of ball led the chase at Camp Long watching his (Peschl's) companyCirculation Adviser (To herself she notes: "What a
Ben E. Goodale
a student in his four years at last week. Someone should put drill a time or two, he (Oscar)dope.
Clemson, with the exception of those gals in the know.
has decided that Peschl is still iru
Oscar Says
■
Mary sees nothing in him, I hope.
books, are probably as low as
an awkward bunch—or an awkWORTHY
JOB.
BEING
DONE
WELL
On the other hand, it might not
they "are at any similar school in
. . . That the FOG rolled in at ward company.
be bad.
the country. However, we de- Winthrop Saturday. He (Oscar)
Oscar Bays
One of our best and most widely recognized traditions His father is a senator, lawyer,
The vigorous manner in which the Veteran Executive sire to bring this expense, which wonders how Evans can rate one
. . That Watson and Lovett.
.^will be enacted this week-end when Clemson's mothers are
golfer—
Committee has sponsored the establishment of student co- represents a large per-cent of the date a month there?
claim that the CDA is unfair tohonored. By comparison with other years, the Cadet Corps He seems like a promising lad.)" operate is commendable. We hope that their energies will total, in line with other expensOscar Saysorganized flower sellers—what
es. If we can accomplish this,
will appear small as it parades on Bowman Field. But pride Again she tries: "You could, my be met with success.
. . . That he (Oscar) wonders does the CDA expect them todear,
then
we
will
be
helping
every
with?
will abound in the corps, for Clemson men habitually perform
Not only will this move benefit present students, but it family in South Carolina which if Terrell's girl really can't come buy beverages
Talk with Mary's father in the
-Oscar Saysto the Jr.-Sr.; Or if the girl is
their best when eyed by their most honored witnesses. We
will
be
of
invaluable
service
to
future
Clemson
men
also.
study there,
,
intends to send a son to Clem- real. He (Oscar) says "put up
. . That since Pate got deknow that Clemson mothers are our severest critics while He's interested in your studies
son.
or shut up".
flated and left school, L. CatoT~o
become
convinced
of
the
Money
Flying
Away
at the saprie fime our greatest admirers,
Profits derived from this cotoo—
Oscar Says
is trving hard to take hisop
will
be
returned
to
the
stuneed
of
such
an
establishment,
Graduating
from
Clemson,
he
. . . That he (Oscar) wonders (Pate's) place—watch chain and
The present population of the
T?»§ Tfgg* fxtead§ a hearty welcome to all Clemson
wanted to be a farmer like you. one need only to review the facts area around Clemson (estimated dents as a discount at the time who besides Jack Reese started all . . .
mothers, Qtl their flay.
Oscar Says
(To herself: "Well, it's true more of the existing situation. We feel at 7000) certainly deserves more of purchase, or as a dividend at the "boost Reese for colonel
the end of the school year. This campaign."
or less.
. . That Buttons Brackett didfacilities
than
now
exist.
Why
nt take his (Oscar's) hint about,
But anything to help Mary's con- sure that once the Board of Trus- should persons here be forced to dividend will be based upon sales
-—■
Oscar Says
tees, the Alumni, the parents of
held by the individual stugrowing up from the way he was
quest.")
make their purchases in near-by slips
.
.
.
That
he
(Oscar)
believes
dents.
mourning about the shots he got
students and the other friends if cities?
that
the
editor
of
Taps
is
purpNoW is the time for us to decide what effective type of At last Mary comes down; you
governing body of this cothe other day—just wait til he
Clemson get full information on
Due to the lack ef free enter- opThe
tentatively is set up to in- osely holding back the distribustudent government we can institute for the coming year.
get in the car
needle.
prise, the expansion of the popu- clude three students, two facul- tion of the book knowing that gets that square
the
present
conditions,
that
they
Oscar Says
drive to the country, but not
Unfortunately, in past' years the ineffectiveness of our You
lation
of
the
area
has
outstripped
he
is
probably
going
to
get
tarred
will support the vets In this
too far
ty, and two members of the al. . That he (Oscar) had quite
business expansion.
and feathered for certain featur- a . time
governing body, the Senior Council, has been evident, 'flic
umni,
When —. ra
trying to figure out
move,
es,
Council was established in the name of Student Government,
Whether the bully in Tom
A full time manager will have
1
Time Is Ripe
Ogeaf
says
■
•••■
We should like for all perBrown's School Days reminded
to be obtained to run the busiwhen, in fact, it has merely been a Student form ef court. "It's warm tonight," says you.
We fail to see the foundation ness and an adequate staff will
. . . That there is SUeft a short- him more of Pittman or Blacksons who have an interest in
Instead of being a legislative body, the Senior Council has "Yes, it is," says she.
for arguments which hold the be required. The By Laws of the age of leadership in the cadet all three are classic examples of
Clemson and its welfare to
"Looks like rain too,"
establishment of a co-op in vio- organization have not been fully corps ' that the eommandant is a little man with authority.
*?ft£Si acted in the capacity of a police force. At times this She says: "Yes, there will be."
make it a point to get the
lation of free enterprise.
Free promulgated but it is definite having a hard time trying to deword on the situation. That's
Oscar Says
body has gone out of its way to prosecute. On the other "We need rain."
enterprise is precisely what we that ftrequent financial reports cide who is going to be the next
all we ask. Just hear both
. . . That he (Oscar) wonders;,
hand, we have witnessed the body become so weak as to be "Yes, we do, "she says again.
are seeking. Unless the cooper- will be presented to the members stooge to wear three diamonds. why Phil Corker is referred to
sides and give each due con"It was warmer last year."
by-passed in the determining of justice.
Oscar Says
ative is successful in driving a of the co-op.
sideration.
as J. Strom—could it be thai ns
"Yes, I know itj dear."
wedge in this stone wall, we pre'"""".\s~1i'judiciary "body, the Senior Council has, at times,
. . That speaking of Cadet is receiving competition from our
The
question
arises
as
to
"Oh, Mary, their is. something
dict
that
dissatisfaction
will
conserved its purpose, but'as a student governing body it has
whether or not such a concern is Colonels reminds him (Oscar), Governor?
I must say."
FreS, Open Competition
tinue to be bred among the stu- feasible financially. A committee that he heard some graduating
Oscar Says
fallen short. Under the Cadet system, a disciplinary body is "Darling, have your way-.'*
. . . That "Speedy" Sanders
We hold no prejudices against dents.
was recently appointed by Dr. cadet senior asking if Ervin was
necessary, and we favor its retention. However, at the pres- "I want to ask you t©^ t^=—"
any downtown establishment. We
Poole to make a study of student going to be around those last two and "Wee" Stowe must be takThe time has come when
ent time Clemson has grown to such a size that many stu- "Oh, yes-," she replies, "Please are not suggesting that the stuing extra courses at Winthrop
co-ops at other institutions thru- weeks of school.
do."
the monopolistic practices of
Oscar Says
since they are seen there even,
dent problems arise which require more than judiciary ac- "Oh, Mary, Mitfy will you—"
dents set up any plan to put
out
the
nation.
The
reports
that
the businesses here should be
. That he (Oscar) hears that during the week.
anyone
out
of
business.
But
we
this
committee
received
indicate
tion.
.■ ' -'" .
"You know I'd do anything for
brought to light and such
Oscar Says
do advocate free, open competithat_ there is a very good net Pee Lo Ervin has been winning
If the administration should require an expression of the
you."
practices abolished.
a lot of tennis matches lately
. . . That "Mick" hasn't beem
tion.
profit
in
books
and
supplies
and
will of the students regarding the class-cut system, for ex- "Will you—er—Can I hold your
better players, but of low- seen at Winthrop since a former
One business man has been
It is for this reason that we therefore a considerable saving from
hand?"
er rank . . a good game if you graduate visited there a lew
ample—to what representative group would they turn? The
Mary, offended; "I understand." quoted as saying that if this co- are backing the establishment of could be effected for the stu- can do it.
weeks back.
op is established, he is going to a student co-op. We should like dents.
Veterans Executive Council?
The Blue Key?
The Tiger
do his best to undersell it. to see a square business deal, for
I would like to reiterate that
Brotherhood?
These organizations serve a definite need, All alone in the dark
the original three majors at:
but total student representative government is not their He pulls from the road to park. Now, that is what Clemson once. Not something that is done the purpose of this co-operative
needed for years . . . some com- and then announced, so that ad- will be to effect a saving for
Clemson College way back in
purpose.
the early days at this. school . . .
"The stars. are numerous, say petition in every field of busi- verse opinions and dissatisfac- the people of South Carolina who
ness. If the student cooperative tions fail to be fruitful.
Let's face the issue—we have no single group which
Three Clemson men who went
send their sons to Clemson, and
you.
on from here to attend, the Yalethat, such, it deserves our ap"Oh, yes, and there are so many, can accomplish this, then it has
is authorized to speak for the entire student body.
served at least one valuable pur- Trustees' Responsibility
Divinity School have been givproval and support.
The Tig&Fadvocates a representative student government too."
pose.
ing a good account of themselves;.
"Mary, dear, will you—
Kenneth L. Crawford
We
were
pleased
to
hear
that
composed of Executive, Legislative and Judiciary departA. C. Payne, '38 is associate secwill you—"
the book contract, which was reThe conditions here defy
Clemsen men who remember retary with the YMCA at VPI,
«*. Such a group would complete, and in no way inter- "John, what do you want me to
ported signed, is now in the
when the horfbrary colonel here Charlie' Commander, '36, is Genall the basic laws of economdo?"
ne with operations within the cadet corps. Present Cadet
hands of the college authorities,
was Miss Adelaide- Best from eral Secretary for the; "Y" atics. We are told that trt»
"Can
I—can
I
hold
your
other
and
will
be
subject
to
the
approvRegulations would become the basis for conducting the courts
competition (elimination of
Furman will be glad to know Georgia Tech, and Wallace Fridhand?"
al of the Board of Trustees.
of the Judiciary body.
Further laws should be passed by "Johnny, are you mouse or man?
that she will soon be the bride dy, '32, is a Methodist minister monopoly) is good for bust
of Ben Jossylson who graduated in the Upper South. Carolina.
the Legislative group pertaining to the veteran students. The If I'm the one you really love—
ness. Low prices are a necesT,he responsibility of a fair
in 1942 . . . Professor of English Conference . . . Now associated:
sary entity. Ideas for imsettlement of this affair now
Executives' task would be that of supervision of the perform- Prove it to me."
F. H. Mclntpsh and Mrs. Mac with the personell department of
provement are stimulated. In
rests with them. We see no
ance of these groups, and would not be in opposition, with He reaches over and pecks at her
were recently the proud parents the Bell Telephone Company is
an open battle for customers,
reason to believe that they
cheek
the duties of the Cadet officers. The Legislative body would
of a baby girl.
Many faculty Bill Wade,, who- graduated in.
each business attempts to
will not give adaquate con"That kiss sure was weak."
be composed of men who represent the various classes, and She reaches over with an exotic
members should be seen smoK- 1940. Bill and wife also announcegive better service .and offer
sideration to both sides. We
The Book Problem
ing big cigars . . .
better service and offer -more
the arrival of a new daughter ...
would bring the student voice into our law-making.
believe that this mater can,
twistIt has become necessary for
News of Clemson's ^activities
accommodations. These stimand will, be settled justly and
When such a government is established—student regula- Now Johnny knows he's been
This is not a religous lecture,,
me
to
ask
the
Board
of
Trussure- do get around. Joe Elam but read, fox a. minute what has
uli are definitely absent from
to the satisfaction to all
kissed.
tion and administration will be greatly simplified, and it is
tees
to
solve
the
problem
of
the
Clemson,
who attended Clemson in 1945,
parties concerned.
reasonable to assume that good student government should
best way of handling books and writes from Garmisch, Germany happened to one ex-Clemsoru v«*
Take heed to this moral in
man. James C. Furman graduatsupplies.
The
Clemson
Board
has
that he has been keeping up with
result.
verse—
bia-Clemson Club, YMCA.
May 12 and 13
as members some of the best the doings of the Clemson ath- ed from, this school in 1918 and
—»/
Hundreds and hundreds have
lawyers, business men, and mer- letic teams through the "Stars immediately became a big Suc7:30 p, m, Meeting of Fellow- ^Monday and Tuesday)
done worse;
ship Club.
chants of the state and I feel and Stripes" ... An event that cess in business. He worked forAnnual
R
O
T
C
Inspection.
If you try and fail,
certain that whatever decilsaon is being looked forward to by a number of Hollywood studios8
p.
m.
-Meeting
of
Tiger
EOTC
students
excused
classes
the Board makes wil ..be accept- Clemson students is the coming as publicity man and breathed
It is quite likely that in the future, as in the past, the Over your remains we'll wail,
Brotherhood.
these two days.
able to the friends of the college. of the Winthrop Choir and Glee prosperity. However, with prosMay 5, 8, and 9
campus will be canvassed from time to time by book agents
May 12 (Monday)
Non-veteran students have had Club which will perform here on perity came a way of living far(Wednesday - -Friday)
selling reference books, dictionaries, and even general liter•from Moral.
Fortunately Mr.
7 p. m. Meeting of Blue Key the privilege of purchasing their May
10 and 11 . . . Steedley R. Furman saw the error in his.
6:45 Church night for campus Dairy Building.
ature. Since there is grave danger of being swindled by such
books and supplies
anywhere
churches.
7:30 p. m. Meeting of Reserve they liked. We would have per- Burry, ex Clemson man from ways and his old friends will besalesmanship, it seems wise to pass along to the entire stuferred for the Veterans Adminis- Traveler's Rest, was recently delighted to hear that this June
Officers,
Browsing Room.
8;30
p.
m.
Square
Dance
in
dent body pertinent facts relative to such matters.
Moon of this same man who at one timetration to give each veteran the married to Miss Mary
YMCA sponsored by the New- May 12 - 15
v
Before buying a book of any kind from a traveling agnecessary cash so that he too Augusta Road . . .
earned $800 a month will graducomers' Club. No admission. (Tuesday - Thursday)
One of Clemson's star performcould purchase his books
and
ent, determine that he is a representative of an established
Come and bring your friends.
Army Screening Board at supplies whereever he wished. ers on last fall's football team, ate from the Baptist. Theological:
Seminary and take up his minpublishing firm, authorized to sell on. this campus, and the
Clemson.
May 8 (Thursday)
It is my desire that parents Charles Minims, has decided to istry in God's service . . .
worth and value of his product. Such information can be
5 p. m. Meeting of Phi Kappa May 13 (Tuesday)
end
his
bachelorhood.
Charley
is
and friends of the college be aseasily obtained by consulting any one of the librarians on May 1 (Thursday)
Phi, Room 104, Textile Building.
11:00 a m. Meeting or College sured that we shall make every engaged to Miss Flora Morrow
4 p. m. Meeting of Clemson Meeting held for purpose of elec- Committee to plan for Poultry effort to solve the book problem, of Gastonia, N. C. Minims was
the Clemson College Library staff.
There are authentic
Science Meeting. President's Of- in many ways the college has president of the Block "C" club
sources of information within the Reference Collection of College Woman's Club, YMCA. ting eligible candidates.
demonstrated its sincere interest before graduating this past Feb7 p. m. Meeting of Clemson fice.
8:45 p. m. Meeting of Calhoun
the Library for an evaluation of any books currently on the Forensic
YMCA
Society, Textile Audi- Little Theater Group,
3 p. m. Baseball game—Fur- in the welfare of all its students. ruary . . . J. W. Fulmer, who
market.
torium.
Club Rooms.
did graduate work here at Clemman at Clemson.
son some years ago is retiring
7 p. m. Meeting of Forum
7 p. m. Meeting of Veterans'
Often deceptive and unscrupulous methods of salesman- May 1 and 2 (Thursday - Friday)
9:12
p.
m.
Junior-Senior
Dance.
Physics Bulling.
after 24 years as superintende it
ship are used by these agents to sell a spurious product. ExSoutheastern
Intercollegiate Executive Committee, Room 1, Club,
8 p. m Meeting
of Tiger May 18 (Sunday)
Dairy Building.
of schools at Pelzer. Mr. FulLivestock
Judging
Contest.
11:30
a.
m.
Installation
of
B.amples of this are the claims of making a "limited offer" and
mer has been teaching or other8 p. m. Meeting of Clemson Brotherhood.
May 3 (Saturday)
S.
U.
Officers,
Baptist
Church.
that the product is being "offered at a bargain merely as an,
p m. Meeting of Mu Beta
wise connected with teaching for
3 p. m. Baptist Couples Sun- Chapter of American Association Psi8:30
2:20 and 6:10 p. m.
Vesper 42
in club room.
years . . . Another member
advertising scheme", or even offers to "give additional book day School Class Picnic. Meet of University Women.
BrowsServices, YMCA. In charge of of the
Clemson faculty was honing Room
Miss H. Johnston- May 14 (Wednesday)
at church.
or books if the purchase is made".
Delegation University of Tennes- ored recently when G. H. Col3 ;p. m. Tract meet — N. C, Shepherd of Oxford, England will
10 a. m. Swimming at YMCA see.
Such methods of book salesmanship are unanimously con- State at Clemson.
lings, Professor of Soils, was elbe the speaker.
for members of Newcomers' May 19 (Monday)
demned by librarians everywhere and have been the cause
ected president of the South Car"9-T2 p. m. Cotilioh Club Dance,
8:45 p. m Meeting of Calhoun Club.
7
p.
m.
Meeting
"of
Sage
Club
olina Academy of Science at CoForensic Society Textile Auditorfor a ruling, in at least one notable case, from the U. S. Su- Little Field House.
in
YMCA
Club
Rooms.
May 14 (Wednesday)
lumbia ...
ium.
May 19 and 20
preme Court against such trade practices.
"May 4 (Sunday)
6:45 p. m. Church night for
The House of Representatives
8
p.
m.
Junior
Class
Play
in
"2:20 and 6:10 p. m.
Vesper May 9 (Friday
Let the buyer beware!
campus churches.
in Columbia has a bill before it
Chapel.
Services, YMCA. Concert by the
3 p. m Baseball
game ■— May 15 (Thursday)
now proposing to elect six memCarolinians — All-Girl
Choir Erskine at Clemson.
bers of the Clemson board of
under direction of Kenneth W.
7
p.
m.'
Dairy
Club
Meeting.
Trustees from Congressional dis6:30 p. m Picnic for
Sage
Baldwin.
Agricultural
Auditorium.
All
Agtricts instead of at large ... Dr.
Your CDA has come through with the long desired Big
4 p. fn. Concert by Clemson Club at Boscobel.
William T. McLauchin, '35, who;
7 p. m. Masonic
Banquet, ricultural clubs and faculty invitDances. The group of hard workers promised this to the College Band, Outdoor Theater.
TAPS
BALL
ed to hear Mr. Emory L. Cocke,
completed his medical studies at
students in return for the latter's support.
Central Dance May 5 - 8 (Monday - Thursday) YMCA.
Georgia Industrialist and Agrithe Medical College of Charles
Band
$3,000.00
Army Board at Clemson to ex7:30
p
m.
Tau
Beta
Pi
Banculturist of Atlanta, Ga., who will
Association has produced its part of the bargain; now it is plain Regular Army Integration quet in Mess Hall.
ton, has recently been married
Tax
460.80
.speak on "Without A Goal, You
to Miss Mary A. Patton of Foun
up to the students to fulfill their obligations.
Program.
P. A. System
Cannot Score."
40.00
tain Inn ... J. R. "Bobby
2 p. m. Meeting of textile mill May 10 (Saturday)
Though suffering a sizable loss at Tiger-Mid-Wint8 p.m. Free concert in Chapel
Publicity
14.00
8:45 p. m. Meeting of Calhoun
Thomas, '43, recently took the
office managers, cost managers,
er Ball, the CDA attempted to give their supporters what
by
the
Limestone
Choir
and
Glee*
Forensic Society, Textile Audivows with Miss Betty Mixon,
secretaries, and treasurers, and
Telegrams
8.50
Club.
they desired at Taps Ball ... a big name band. In attorium.
treasurers, and operating execuwho worked at the local YMCA
Invitations
16.50
9-12 p m. Informal Dance in May 16 (Friday)
tives sponsored by the Cotton
for a short time . . . Congratulatempting to please the students, they have suffered a
Decorations
11.94
Textile Institute, Sirrine
Tex- YMCA for the Limestone girls.
tions to Jimmy Earle, '41, who
loss.
7:30 p. m. Junior-Senior Bantile Hall.
boasts of the arrival of Jimmy
May
11
(Sunday)
quet and Dance.
"mmon sense will show that continuation of such lim3 p. m. Baseball game — FurTotal Expenditures $3,551.74
Jr. Jim is now studying law at
11:30
a.
m.
6:20
p.
m.
VisiP-'-'aount of support will not warrant the presentation of man at Clemson.
May 17 (Saturday)
the University of Alabama. He
/]
7 x> m Meeting of Sage Club, tors' Day.
Total Receipts
$2,603.20
is the son of Elias P. Earle, who
4ances in theifuture.
6:30 p. m.
Annual Student
2:20 and 6:10, p. m. Vesper
YMCA Club Rooms.
along with Professors W. H.
anquet for Baptist students,
iin The Tigel wishes to issue an appeal on behalf of May 6 (Tuesday)
Services, YMCA. Cons
Wot a^JaundryJSg*
Klugh and S. M. Martin were
$ 948.54
aptist Church.
Deficit
DA for more complete support from the student body.
6:45 r.. m. Meeting of Colum- Limestone Choir.
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on
circulation, comment and general attitude of those who read THE
TIGER.
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Outstanding Tiger Athlete To Be Chosen Thursday
At a meeting of the A & R officers and the team captains of
the veterans teams at the "Y"
Monday evening, Apiyil 28„ it
was decided that the winner of
the Clemson College softball
league would be determined by
a tournament in which all 24
teams, both veterans and ROTC,
listed will participate. However,
since the meeting there has been
a revision in plans according to
Mr. Roy Cooper, the intramural
director. According to new plans
released by the softball head,
there will be two tourneys, one
for the veterans and one for the
ROTC teams, in which two
champion teams will be chosen.
At the present time the games
are being scheduled at the "Y",
' but these are practice games in
preparation
for the
tourney
which will get under way May
14.
The heads of the teams decided
that a complete team roster must
be submitted to the intramural
office on or before May 9 in
order for the team members to
be eligible for the tournament.
Any man who is playing with a
team and whose name has been
submitted with that team is not
eligible to play for another club
even though his team may
drop out of the league.
Mr. Cooper emphasized the fact
that all players must wear shoes,
regulation softball' shoes can be
worn but baseball spikes are prohibited, either trousers or shorts,
and a shirt of some kind. Cooper
stated that these precautions are
taken for the player's benefit.
Since a great number of teams
are entered it has been necessary
to establish four diamonds, three
are located on Bowman Field and'
one is found west of the college
field house.
Before the meeting was adjourned, the team representatives passed a resolution that in
case any major decision was
made regarding the intramural
program, a meeting would be
called of all the A & R officers
and team captains by Mr. Cooper to reach a decision on the
problem.

Georgia Rallies
To Down
Tigers
—^»—
The University of Georgia
baseball team handed Clemson
its second defeat April 19 in Athens. The final count was 8-7. Joe
Hazel fell victim of a two run
rally in the eighth inning that
proved to be the winning runs.
Four Clemson pitchers saw action
in the contest. Martin started
things off, but was relieved in
favor of "Nig" Griffith. Luther
Rentz then came to the rescue,
but was lifted in time for Hazle
to be credited with his first loss
of the current baseball season.
Homer Coker and Dewey Quinn
with two for four led the Clemson attack. Bartlett and Bone of
Georgia with three blows apiece
were the big sticks for the Bulldog nine.
The box score:
ab r h po a
CLEMSON
4 112 2
MacMakin, 2b
10 0 0 0
Fisher, 2b
4 117 0
Gillespie, lb
4 0 2 2 1
Quinn, cf
3 0 0 2 0
Stroud, lb
0 0
1 1
Castles, If
1 1
3 1
Moore,' ss
4 1 1 2 1
Sherard, 3b
1 0 0 3 1
Cleveland, c
1 1 0 2 0
James Hazle, c
10 0 10
Martin, p0 0 0 0 2
Griffith, p
1 1 1 0 0
Rentz, p
2 0 0 0 1
Joe Hazle, p
TOTALS
34 7 10 24 9
GEORGIA
AB R H
3 3
Bartlett, ss
0 3
Bone, rf
0 1
Maricih, 2b
0 1
Jordon, If
0 0
Smith, cf
1 2
Spurill, lb
1 1
Rauch, 3b
2 1
Gatewood, c
1 1
Davies, p
0 0
Still, p
35 8 13
TOTALS

Tiger Team Downed
By Georgia Bulldogs
-—■-*■—

Clemson's tennis club bowed to
the University of Georgia tennisters 7-2 on the local courts Monday afternoon April 28. Hank
Walker defeated Raber of Georgia in the opening match and
Cook came from behind to win
from Pendley of Georgia for the
only Bengal wins. Orin Judy won
his first set from Wheeler of
'Georgia 6-3 but lost in one of
the best exhibitions of the day.
Summary:
Walker (C) defeated!
Raber
(G) 11-9, 6-4.
Cook (C) defeated
Pendley
(G) 2-6, 6-4, 8-6.
McClure (G) defeated Murray
. (C) 7-5, 6-4.
Wheeler (G)
defeated Judy
(C) 3-6, 6-2, 6-4.
Howard (G) defeated
Bobo
(C) 6-4, 6-3.
Clyborn (G) defeated Thornhill (C) 6-8, 6-3, 13-11.
Howard and McClure (C) defeated Walker and Murray (C)
7-5, 8-6.
Wheeler and Pendley (G) ■ defeated Cook and Bobo (C) 3-6,
6-3, 6-4.
Fort and Raber (G) defeated
Judy and Wannamaker (C) 4-6,
6-3, 6-4.

Trophy Will Be
Awarded May 24
At Carolina Tilt

Tigers Maintain
State Lead By
Downing
Indians
—; -&.

Softball Teams
Begin Tourney
Play On May 19
BY BOB BRADLEY
EYE ON NATIONAL TITLE
As we enter the final weeks of college baseball, all leaders are trying their best to stay on top, and get a crack at
the National Baseball Championship. The Clemson baseball
nine can easily be placed in this category. At the end of
the fifth week of college play, which, ended April 26, the
Tigers were leading the conference with 6 wins and 1 loss,
and were undefeated in state competition with seven wins
under the belt.
There has been some publicity on a national baseball
championship playoff, but as yet, there has been no specific
information released.
The idea of having a national title
holder was first conceived early this year when the American Association of Baseball committee was revived and
i-rank McCormick, Director of Athletics at the University
of Minnesota, was appointed chairman of this committee.
Their primary function is to aid and assist the college game.
In the latter part of January, these gentlemen met in
Chicago, and tentative plans were drawn up for a national
college tournament. According to the latest information that
we have, the plan is as follows:
1. Each district is to have a committee of three to choose
the leading team in their district. This committee is to be
appointed in the near future. At the descretion of the committee, the representing team can be chosen either arbitrarily or by a play-off within the district. The teams representing their districts must be named by June 15, 1947.
2. Teams representing Districts one, two, three and four
will meet in an Eastern Play-off, while the teams from Districts five, six, seven and eight will meet for a Western Playoff. These play-offs will probably occur during the week of
Tune 15 thru 21. The exact dates are to be set by the Committee. It was felt that this play-off should be the suddendeath type i. e., a defeat immediately eliminates the losing
team.
3. The winners of the East and West Tournaments will
then meet in a three game championship series with best two
out of three to decide the Collegiate Baseball Championship
of the U. S.
.
.
That is a rough plan of how the baseball champion in
college baseball will be decided. No sites have been chosen
^et,ibut the committee is looking for these sites as well as
sponsors for the play-off. The N. C. A. A. has offered financial help, but the committee hopes that the tournament
will carry itself. The competing schools will have to finance
their own teams, but with the understanding that net receipts
over and above deductions will be prorated to the schools to
meet expenses of their teams in the tournament.
The committee-has yet to designate the district in which
Clemson will compete. However, it is thought that Clemson
and other Southern Conference schools will be in the same
district as the Southeastern Conference. Auburn is currently
leading that loop. If two conferences happen to fall in the
same district, the best way to select a district champion
would be to have an elimination of these two teams, the winner to represent the district in the national championship.
That would be better than choosing the title holder by arbitration. If the latter plan were used, the team that was declared out would probably claim that politics or the like sent
the other team to the finals.
Clemson still has seven conference games to play. _ If
the Tigers continue to set the pace they have in the first
weeks of the race, no doubt, Clemson will have the conference title sewed up. The home team still has four games with
Furman, two with South Carolina, and a single match with
Davidson. T'would be nice to have the team go to the National Tournament and bring home the trophy. The team
has one of the best college pitching staffs in these parts, and
the team hitting as a whole is .284 which can be considered
above the average. Get out there Tigers, and let's go for
that tournament.
SOMEBODY GUESSES THE SCORE
Charlie Cheatham is still handing out Chesterfields to
the fellows who can guess the correct baseball score of the
Clemson games. So far, someone has guessed the correct
score in every game. In the game between Newberry last
week, four boys raked in 200 of those favorite collegiate
smokes.
There is usually anywhere between 300 and 400
guesses turned in for every game, and somebody is declared
winner. Your guess is as good as the next one.
Your prediction on the game can be turned into the Guard
Room as late as two o'clock on the day of the game. We
si>ll have eight more ball games to go, so get that score in,
go out and support the team, and enjoy a Chesterfield as
you watch the Tigers cross,home plate with the bacon that
brings victory.
DID YOU KNOW THAT
Clemson will play the. Furman baseball nine in Meadowbrook Park in Greenville tomorrow night? . . . The baseball
"team still has seven more state baseball games to run off?
. . . Clemson's track team has ended their state schedule with
three wins and no defeats ? . . . A large representation is expected by Clemson in the South Carolina Track Meet to be
held in Clinton on May 9 and 10? . . . Clemson will enter
several cindermen in the Southern Conference Meet at Chapel
Hill, North Carolina on May 17? ... If the government
doesn't hurry up and get those checks in, there is going to
be some mighty lonely hearts at the "Zoo"?

Courtmen Take Win
From Wofford Squad

Clemson's courtmen swept a
7-2 victory over Wofford here
last Tuesday afternoon to make
it two in a row over the Terrier
squad. Chreitzberg, probably the
best tennis man in the state at
this time, had a rough job in
beating Clemsoms Bobo.
The
Bengals' other loss was in. the
double matches.
Summary:
Chreitzberg, (W) defeated Bobo (C) 6-3, 7-5.
Judy (C) defeated
Kennedy
(W) 6-2, 6-2.
Murray (C) defeated
Wood
(W) 6-4, 6-4.
Cook (C) defealted1 Vaughan
(W) 6-2, 6-4.
Thornhill (C) defeated Cannon (W) 7-5, 6-4.
Walker (C) defeated
Boyd
(W) 6-3, 6-0.
Chreitzberg,
Kennedy
(W)
defeated Walker,
Murray (C)
6-2, 6-3.
Bobo, Cook (C) defeated Wood
Boyd (W) 6-4, 6-2.
Judy, Thornhill (C) defeated
The average co-ed spends about
Cannon, Vaughan (W) 6-1, 6-1.
^$298 for her wardrobe.

Sports Calendar
HOME GAMES
May 7
Wednesday .. Golf
match with Wofford.
May 8 Thursday — Golf match
with P. C.
May 9
Friday — Baseball
game with Erskine at 3:00 p. m.
May 9 Friday — Golf match
with South Carolina.
May 13 Tuesday — Baseball
game with Furman at 3:00 p.
m.
May 13 Tuesday — Golf match
with Furman.
May 16 Friday — Golf match
With Citadel.

Clemson's Tigers kept their
state baseball record clean on
April 24 by trouncing the Newberry Indians 9-4. This was the
visitors first loss, and a large
crowd was on hand to see the
Hinsonmen come .through with
the win.
Led by the big, bat of "Monk"
Castles who had four hits in four
times at bat, and Homer Coker
who collected three base knocks
in five, attempts the home team
proved too much for three pitchers. Lynch lasted only twothirds of an inning, and was relieved by Dukes after MacMakin poled a home run
into
deep right center field.
Newberry started the ball rolling by getting three markers in
the first canto, but Clemson came
right back to tie things up in
their half of the inning.
The
Tigers had eleven men come to
bat in the big fifth inning when
five tallies crossed home plate.
They added another marker in
the sixth. Newberry fedded their
fourth and final marker in the
fourth frame. ,
Joe Landrum went the route
for the Tigers giving up eight
hits, while striking
out
ten.
The box score:
H
AB
CLEMSON
1
4
Moore, ss
3
5
Coker, rf
1
4
MacMakin, 2b
1
5
Quinn, cf
0
4
Gillespie, lb
4
4
Castles, If
2
5
Sherard, 3b
0
4
Cleveland, c
0
4
Lanrum, p
39 9 12
TOTALS
NEWBERRY
AB R H
English ,2b
5 11
Woodcock, If
4 0 1
Gregg, lb
5 1 2
Scarbourgh, 3b
4 11
Golden, rf
4 0 1
Chinners, c
10 0
Hungarpillar, c
3 0 1
Locklair, cf
10 1
Nichols, cf
2 0 0
Cook, ss
3 11
Lynch, p
0 0 0
Dukes, p
10 0
Whitworth, p
2 0 0
TOTALS
35 4 $
Score by innings:
Newberry
300 100 000
Clemson
305 001 OOx

The Jack Dempsey-Adam Hat
Sports Welfare Trophy will be
awarded to
the outstanding
Clemson athlete for the 1946-47
season in the near feature. The
trophy is to be an annual affair,
and the winner will gain permanent possession of the award.
The contest will be held at
408 different colleges throughout
the United States, and each
school will be given a trophy for .
their individual outstanding athlete.
Any athlete is eligible to win
the trophy at Clemson, regardless of the year or class he is in.
The balloting will be held this
Thursday during the noon hour
meal. Ballots have been prepared, and will be placed on each
table. Students are to' put the
name of their favorite athlete
on the ballots and place in ballot boxes that will be placed at
each exit of the mess hall. Results will be announced in The
Tiger that will appear on May
19. Tentative plans are to award
the trophy to the winner at the
Carolina-Clemson baseball game
"Monk" Castles makes a vain attempt to score in the Newberry-Clemson game
that will be played here on May
but is tagged out at home plate by Hungarpillar. the Newberry backstop. The Tigers
24.
won the game by a 9-4 score. The umpire is .Chick Heath.
6tudents should take in consideration in their voting that
this is an outstanding, award, and
will mean a great deal to the
winner. The trophy is about 20
inches high, and will be engravsd
Listed below is the batting averages of the Tiger hitters who have garnered one or more base with the winner's name, the year
knocks computed through April 24.
MacMakin is still the leading clouter with a fat .441 average that the award was given, and the
followed by the big bat of Dewey Quinn with .358. Castles is pushing Quinn's second place slot
name of the school that made
with a steadily rising average which is now at .347.
the awardj
The first award of this kind"
NAME
POS.
AB
R
H
E
2B
3B
HR
RBI
AVE
was made at the United States
Griffith —
p
8
2
40
2
00
0
.500
Merchant Marine Academy to
MacMakin
2b
43
18
19
0
2
0
2
11
.441 Ensign Lou Viau. The MerchJoe Hazle
p20
7
8
2
200
3
.400 ant Marine Academy graduated
Quinn
of
53
15
19
0
3
1
2
13
.358
their class in the middle of the
Castles
of
23
580
1017
.347 the year, and this is the reason
Stroud
of
25
4
8
0
2
0
0
7
.320 that they were the first to reCoker
of
55
15
16
0
4
0
1,7
.290 ceive the award. However, the
Cleveland
c
35
69
120/04
.257 remaining colleges will make the
Moore
ss
39
8
10
12
3
1
0
6
.256
presentations neaj- the end' of
Sherard
3b
41
10
10
0
1
0
0
6
.243 the school year. It is hoped that
Rentz
D
5
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
.200
around 90 per cent of the student
Gillespie
lb
52
12
9 , 7
3
0
0
5
.173
body will be in on this voting,
Martin
p, lb
17
0
2
0
0
0
0
3
.117 as this was decided the best way
Landrum
p
18
3
2
6
00
0
4
.111 to determine the winner.
Fisher
2b
10
3
1
0
0
0
0
0
.100
TOTALS .
444
109
126
22
26
2
6
72
.284

BATTING AVERAGES

BOB POTTER
Cary Cox and John
Moorer
were elected to lead the 1947 grid
Tigers in a recent squad election held by Coach Frank Howard. Cox will be captain
and
Moorer wil fill the
alternate
captain post.
Cox, 200 pound, center, is
from Dawson, Georgia. Cox won
his first Clemson letter last season and also earned one at Carolina in 1943 while stationed there
in the Navy. He is 24 years old
and is five feet ten inches taJJ,
Moorer, 185 pound
blocking
back, won varsity monograms in
'45 and '46. Big John's hometown
is listed as Navy Yard, Charleston. J^hn is 19 years old and
measures up to five feet ten inches.

Tigers Win From
Bird Cindermen
The Clemson tracksters captured a hard earned meet from
Carolina's Gamecocks with a
surprise 69-62 victory here Saturday afternoon, April 26.
Carolina gave the Bengals
their keenest competition of the
season on the cinder paths and
the decision was in doubt for the
major part of the engagement.
After losing the quarter mile
event on a finish disqualification
Norman Rucks, Gamecock speed
merchant, came from behind on
the final lap of the relay to out
distance Allen, Bengal anchor
man, for a sensational victory.
Summaries:
100-Yard dash: Morgan (Clemson), Whitmire (C), Hunnicutt
(SC).
Time: 10.2.
220-Yard dash: Rucks (SC),
Morgan (C), Whitmire (C).
Time: 22.0.
440-Yard run: Allen (C), McKenzie (SC), Donkle (C).
Time: 52.4.
880-Yard run: Pulkinen (C),
Chambers (C), Merriweather (SC).
Time: 2:02.4.
Two-mile: Thornton (SC), Price
(C), Ross (C).
Time: 10:49.6.
120 High hurdles: Atwell (SC),
Raliff (SC), Williams (C).
Time: 15.6.
220 Low hurdles: Ratliff (SC),
Mashaw (SC), Marbury (C}.
Time: 25.4.
High jump: McGill (SC), Lynch
(C), Procter (SC).
Height: 5 feet 10 inches.
Pole Vault: J. Brown (C),
McCook (SC) and E. Brown (SC). .
Height: 11 feet 6 inches.
Discus: Jordan (C), Ray Wilson (SC), Smith.
Distance: 11 feet 7 3-4 inches.
Shot put: Ray Wilson (SC),
Holhouser (C), Facchion (C).
Distance: 45 feet 9 1-2 inches.
Javelin: Kivett (C), Buck (SC), Roger Wilson (SC).
Distance: 167 feet 10 1-2 inches.
Broad jump: Lynch (C) McGill (SC), Owens (SC).
Distance: 21 feet 4 3-4 inches.
Relay: Huntley, McKenzie, Galloway and Rucks (SC).
Time 3:30.

At Clemson

Cary Cox And John Moorer To Captain '47 Gridders
Tigers Trip
Citadel
—«—
Clemson's baseball team made
its win number 7 in the conference and number 8 in the state
race as they downed the Citadel
Bulldogs 8-5 on the Clemson diamond last Wednesday afternoon.
The game was played in a drizzle
most of the way, but the downpour came just as the visitors
were coming to bat in the eighth
inning, and Umpire Chick Heath
called proceedings off.
Score by innings:
Citadel
003 020 0
Clemson
012 310 1

JOHN MOORER

The "Clemson Tigers defeated
the Newberry Indi&nfe 10-5 to
move two full games ahead in
the state pennant race in the second meeting of the two
ball
clubs at Newberry Saturday afternoon, April 26.
Led by the big bats of Moore,
Quinn, and Sherard, the Bengals
pounded out 12 hits, featuring a
curcuit clout by Homer Coker, to
score 10 runs, five coming in a
big outburst in the ninth inning.
The Indians were limited to
nine blows by the steady hurling of Joe Hazle, the Tiger hurler, who also contributed a coupl®
of singles to further his own
cause.
Score by innings:
Clemson:
100 110 025 — 10.
Newberry
003 000 020 — 5.

Smokes
CHESTERFIELDS
HE SAYS,
"THEY TASTB BETTER,"
A nation-wide survey shows
that Chesterfields are TOPS
with College Students from
coast-to-coast.

Plenty Hep!

Coker Hits Homer As
Tigers Scalp Indians

CARY COX

Pres. C. D. A.

You -will notice the way an
Arrow shirt induced a quick
thaw in the girl frietidL^
Add a snappy Arrow tie anl,
matching Arrow handker*
chief and, Pal, she'll be like
so much putty in your hands.

ARROW—YOUNG AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHIRT

Stewart-Meritt Company
26 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C

-ARROW—T

Remember Mother On

Mother's Day

■

MAY 11
MENS

SHOP

SENECA. S.C.

MAYFAIR GRILL

CANDY - CARDS

and

L. C. MARTIN DRUC CO.

MOST MODERN RESTAURANT

P. S. McCollum, Owner

Anderson's Finest

"Clemson Students Always Welcome"
Anderson, S. C.

1

"The Official College Book and Supply Store"

4

The TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson A & M"

f

Tiger Platoon
Taps New
Men
—.»—

Cadets Compete Dramatic Group
For Drill Honors Organized Here

"V' H
I;;,-/'"

...-.<:■:

::■

For the past two weeks the
annual selection of best-drilled
ROTC personnel within the cadet regiment, battalions,
and
companies has been held on
Bowman Field.
Choice of the best-drilled units
among the squads, the platoons,
the companies, the junior NGO's,
the sophoomore NCO's, and the
freshmen will be completed on
or before Wednesday. Judgement will be passed by boards
headed by Lieutenant Colonel R.
D. Crosby, Major G. H. Rankin,
and members of Scabbard and
Blade, honorary military fraternity.
On Mother's
Day, May 11,
heavy silver identification bracelets appropriately inscribed will
be presented the commander of
the best-drilled company,
the
best-drilled sergeant, and
the
best-drilled freshman private.
The best-drilled company
will
receive guidon ribbons of purple
felt lettered in gold.
The Andrew Pickens
medal
will be given the cadet most outstanding in qualities of leadership, loyalty, and military bearing by the South Carolina chapter of DAR. Recipient of the R.
W. Simpson medal will be the
most outstanding cadet of the
freshman, sophomore, or junior
class.

Fourteen new members have
been selected into the Tiger Platoon by a competitive drill
judged by the old members.
These new members
went
through a nine-day period of initatioh which ended Saturday.
The new members are H. B.
Kay, agronomy senior of Easley;
A. B. Kitchen, mechanical engineering junior of Augusta, Georgia; J. R. Lay, agricultural engineering jufrior of Westminster;
G. P. Reid, textile engineering
sophomore of Greenville; C. C.
Vaughan, agricultural engineering junior of Bishopville; and J.
D. Hogan, electrical engineering
of Columbia.
Also A. B. Robinson, arts and
sciences junior of Easley; V. J.
Deas, electrical engineering junior of Rock Hill; N. N. Harte,
textile engineering senior of
Spartanburg; R. M. Monts, mechanical engineering sophomore
of Chester; J. D. Sharpe, electrical and civil engineering, sophomore of Gaston; and W. L. Gaillard, pre-medicine
junior
of
Wiliiamston.

WANTEDMEN FOR SALES WORK
CONTACTING
PHYSICANS, HOSPITALS, ETC.
Long established nationally
known ethical pharmaceutical
manufacturer has limited number of openings for men interested in contacting physicians to promote and interpret
most recent developments of
medical and pharmaceutical
research.
Permanency, security and excellent opportunities for advancement for successful men
in this organization.
Salary
and Expense.
Minimum of 3 years college
work with major in biological
sciences such as zoology, comparative anatomy, physiology,
bacteriology, organic chemistry, etc. Age 21-30.
Replies held strictly confidential. Give full information regarding background.
BOX 1173, CLEMSON, S. C.

1

Henry Irven Gaines, architect of Asheville, N. C. poses with an all-Clemson group
of employees. Helping form the architectural line-up are Falls '40, W. H. Wallace
'36, A. B. Johnson '41, M. M. Brackett ,42, and H. I. Gaines '22.

BARBECUED

Sandwiches

Curb Service Only
Meats

Groceries
t.

Phone 9511
Super Hwy. Just outside city limit Greenville, So. Carolina

A

HOUR OF
COURSE

dance in Charleston at Christmas
time.
Membership in this fraternity
is classed as honorary, active and
associate. Honorary members are
prominent persons voted in by
the active student members, and
the associate members are those
who have graduated or left
school.
In keeping with the seacoast,
nautical terms are used in designating officers of the orgagnization. The president is the captain; the vice president, the first
mate; the secretary.is the steward; and the treasurer is known
as the purser. These officers are
elected semi-annually at the last
meeting of each semeter.
New initiates of the organization are known as "Scullions"
and can be easily
recognized
every spring and fall with the
big white conchs dangling from
their necks.
Officers for the present semester are S P Darlington, captain; William Kennerty,
first
mate; Van Noy Thornhill, steward; and John Whaley, purser.

12 MWF
12 TTh
8MWF
8 TTh 9 S
2 MWF
2 TTh
9 MWF
9 TTh 19 S
3 MWF
3 TTh
10 MWF
10 TThs 11
4 MWF
4 TTh
11 MWF
11 TTh 12s
5 MWF
5 TTh
Special
held in:
COURSE

TIME OF DATE
EXAM
2:00p.
4:05p.
8:00a.
10:45a.
2:00p.
3:05p.
8:00a.
10:45a.
2:00p.
4:05p.
8:00a.
10:45a.
2:00p.
4:05p.
8:00a.
10:45a.
2:00p.
4:05p.

May 31
May 31
Jun 2
Jun 2
June 2
June 2
June 3
June 3
June 3
June 3
June 4
June 4
June 4
June 4
June 5
June 5
June 5
June 5

m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.
m.

examinations will
TIME OF
EXAM

be

Ten men from the Mathematics
Department
attended a
meeting of the Southeastern Section of the American Mathematical Association on April 18 and
19.
The men are Dr. D. C. Sheldon and Professors M. C. Bell,
E,. C Coker, G. H. Edwards, L
G Kelly, C. E. Kirkwood, J. W.
La Grone, W C Miller, E. L
Stanley, and W. H. Milner.
On Friday night the
group,
which consisted oil o-epresentativesfrom Florida, South Carolina, Tennessee^, Alabama, and
Georgia, was honored by a banquet given by the Association.
Doctor Graves, of the University of Chicago, spoke on "The
Undergraduate Course in Mathematics." Speaking again to the
body on Saturday morning, he
used as his topic,
"Functional
Analysis."

DATE

Carolinians Present
Free Concert in "Y"

Newly-organized, the Clemson
Little Theater Group had its
first open meeting Thursday, April 29, at 7:00 P. M. in the YMCA
clubroom.
At this meeting the constitution of the dramatics group, as
approved by the Administration,
was presented to those present.
These persons, as well as any
othejrs interesterd in dramatics,
will form the nucleus of the new
organization. Professor J. P.
Winter is the faculty adviser to
the group.
Those present at the first meeting were: Bavid Peebles, temporary chairman; charter members: Harold Landreth, Leo Kirven, Earle Morris, Dick Craig,
Tommy Love,
Bob
Watson,
Phelps Bultman, and Bob Wiggins.
Also Ed Osborne, Jack Clegg,
Vivian Sultis. Jay Shuler, C. M.
Crawford, Marie Mclntyre, Virginia Seddon, Frank Seddon,
Robert Berry, Jeff McMahn,
James Jacques, Charlie Micheu,
Clayton Mays, Cecil Hodge, and
Julian Antonopoulos.
The next meeting of the Little
Theater Group will be held
Thursday, May 8, at the YMCA
at 7:00 P. M. At this time officers for the coming year will be
elected. The meeting will be open to anyone interested in working with the group, whether student, professor, or person from
the town.

June
June
June
June
June

101 8:00a. m.
8:00a. m.
102
302 10:00a. m.
2:00p. m.
10
101 ' 8:00a. m.

FOUNTAIN SERVICE
At Its

BEST...!

Miss Janet Reed was recently
chosen 1947 Miss Hi Miss at
Calhoun-Clemson High School.
Representing her school in the
tenth annual Miss Hi Miss paper,
of the Winthrop
Johnsonian,
Miss Reed was chosen from the
senior girls at Calhoun-Clemson
for her qualities of scholarship
leadership,, \oharacter and personal attractiveness.
Miss Reed's activities include
treasurer of her freshman class,
former member of the J. H. A.
member of the Beta Club, junior
marshal, Tenn Age Canteen representative, senior cheerleader,
senior member of the newspaper
staff, yearbook staff, Glee Club,
and president of the
Clemson
Inter-church Union.

Clemson Pharmacy & Bus Sta.
Telephone 3481

m

STONE BROTHERS
Civilian and Military Clothes
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students

STUDENT BANQUET

Members of the Sigma
Tau
6
Epsilon, local honor fraternity for
students in the School of Arts and
,6
Sciences, are to attend a banquet
6
at the new steak house in WalThe Carolinians, all-girl choir halla. Dean F. M. Kinard will
6
of
50
voices
from
the
University
be host for the occasion.
7
of South Carolina, presented a
free concert in the Clemson College YMCA Auditorium on SunEditors Note: Shown below is a copy of the letter which is curDOUBLE DECK BEDS
day, May 4, at 2:30 o'clock. The Can be used as single units.
rently being: sent out by the Veterans Executive Council to gain
choir was under the directon of
support for the proposed Co-op.
Complete with mattresses.
Kenneth W. Baldwin.
$25.00
Included
on
the
program
were
*************** sacred selections, negro spirituTHE TRADING POST
Dear Mr.
als, and pieces from light opera.
Seneca, S. C.
The students at Clemson are in the process of organizing
a cooperative to handle books and student Supplies. They
believe that it would increase the loyalty which students and
alumni have for Clemson College if one store were not permitted to have a monopoly in the sale' of books and supplies,
and that much of the present dissatisfaction with the book
and supply situation at Clemson would disappear if the
college would authorize the student coop as well as the existing bookstore to fill student requisitions for books and
supplies.
Beauty Operator to work in Berry's Beauty Shop,
A committee appointed by President R. F. Poole to inClemson, S. C. Telephone 4542. Come to the shop for
vestigate cooperative bookstores throughout the country has
reported that such bookstores operate successfully at other
an interview.
schools and that they save considerable sums in the purchase
of books and supplies,.
Several faculty members have had
experience with successful cooperatives- and have offered advice and guidance in setting up this business. The coop will
be a non-profit organization financed and operated solely for
the benefit of students and alumni in that any savings made
in the purchase of books and supplies will be returned to the
purchasers.
If you, as an alumnus, believe in this enterprise, you can
prove invaluable in helping us to get this coop organized
by:
1) Requesting Dr. Poole to share the college veterans' book business with the student coop.
2) Returning the lower part of this letter indicating your willingness to purchase a life membership in the coop for the sum of $1.00.
3) Returning the lower part of this letter indicating
your willingness to loan the coop $5.00 or more
on its personal note (for operating expenses) if
and when it is organized and authorized to fill
college requisitions for books and supplies for
veterans.
Sincerely yours,
Pres. Vets. Organization
Pres. Blue Key.
Cadet Colonel
I Anderson
I Abbeville
I Greenwood
Please indicate your approval of this cooperative by
FROM CLEMSON TO
checking the following: statements and returning this slip to
Newberry
Saluda
Box 1303, Clemson, S.' C.
1) I request that Dr. Poole share the veterans' book
Columbia
and supply business with the student coop ( )
AM AM|AM|PM|PM PM PM
2) I approve the organization of this coop and agree
715
Clemson
.
358
LV
740
|1044|
to pay $1.00 for a life membership ( )
445
Anderson
11120]
-750
AR 815
3) I approve the organization of this coop and agree
Anderson
LV 85O|10O5|120O| 230j 450| 510| 755
Abbeville
1000] 11151 120| 340| 545|
I 915
to lend it $
on its promissory note if and
Greenwood
AR103011145 1501 410! 6151 630 945
when i,t is organized and authorized to fill college
415 630 630
Greenwood
requisitions for books and supplies.
LV1150 1150
5301 745 7401
Newberry _
AR 105 105
150
640
Greenwood
LV1030
250
725
Signed
5aluda
LV1120
850
420
Columbia
AR1240
Chem.
Chem
Mech.
Math.
C. E.

Ray Davenport is the lucky fellow dancing with Miss
Ann Headlee, the top beauty of the 1947 Taps. Miss
Headlee 'was selected for this honor of beauty queen
from a group of twenty by Cecil B. Demille.

Janet Reed Elected
Local Miss-Hi-Miss

Wanted

THE CRICKET
Delicious

Math Faculty Attend
Association Meeting

Exam Schedule

Beta Sigma Chi Annually Awards
Scholarship To High School Senior
Beta Sigma Chi was organized
September, 1933 for the purpose of bringing together the
boys of the low-country.
This fraternity is the only one
on the campus that offers a partial scholarship to a student his
freshman year at Clemson. During the'spring a competitive examination is given to all interested high school seniors from
Charleston and the
vicinity.
These papers are graded by disinterested persons and the student making the highest average is selected as the recipient of
this award.
The scholarship until 1942 was
fifty dollars, but at that time a
prominent
Charlestonian
and
Clemson graduate stated that he
would donate an additional fifty
dollars toward the scholarship as
long as he had a son at Clemson. The money for this award is
raised each year by having, a

CLEMSON, S. C, MONDAY, MAY 5, 1947

Greenville, S. C.

108 N. Main St.

GRADE "A"

SENECA CAFE
—U. S. Tourist Approved—
WE SPECIALIZE IN
•
.
•
•
.

STEAKS
CHICKEN DINNERS
OYSTERS
DINNERS
SANDWICHES

Owned And Operated by—
C. D. HUGHES, "An Old Clemson Man"

TIAY.1L IYJDS
Economical... Safe
Quick Service for Express

TRAVEL IN SAFE COMFORT

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

The C & W Home and Auto Supply,
Main St., Seneca, S. C. offers to the stu-

Address

dents, faculty members, and employees
of Clemson College a discount on the
purchase of Goodyear Auto Tires.
|

Students may use their Clemson Athletic Cards for
identification. Identification certificates for non-students
may.be obtained from the following men:
Members of the Extension Department—Mr. Williams
Members of the Experiment Station—Mr. McGinty
Faculty Members and Employees—M*. Brown, Treasurers Office

r

Paid Adv.
***************

South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
Greenville, S. C.

FROM CLEMSON Tk

"j Anderson
Lam-ens
I Clinton
I Union
> Chester
Great Falls
Lancaster
Rock Hill
Charlotte

AM|AM PM|PM PM
LV715 1105 1250| 330 655
\nderson
510 835
AR855 1250
Laurens ..
515 835
LV855 100
Laurens _
530 850
910 115
Clinton _
AR1010 210 415 630 950
Union
LV1010 215 420 635 950
Union
.
1108 310 510 73011040
Chester _
LV1130 330 530 730|;il00
Richburg Jet.
AR1130 420 625 81511100
Richburg Jet.
AR1159 500 655 84611130
Lancaster
I110C
LV155 420 715
Richburg Jet.
11132
AR 228| 530| 715]
Great Falls __
LVU30| 330| 530| 750|1100
Richburg Jet.
AR1200 355 600{ 820|1130
Rock Hill
AR 100 455 7001 92011225
TRAVELING TIME IS PRECIOUS TIME
Charlotte
Light face type denotes AM Time; Bold Face PM

REMEMBER

CALL 3481 FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON FARES AND SCHEDULES
PURCHASE OUR COMMUTER BOOK 33 % OFF FOR REGULAR RIDERS

CAROLINA STAGES, INC.
is owned and operated by an old Clemson man Hamish Turner, Class of 1929. Your interests are his.

